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Abstract
With the development of multimedia and digital systems there is a need to
reduce the cost of storage and transmission of information. The storage re-
quirements for long signals like 24-hour heart monitoring are very large so
signal compression is often employed. The cost reduction achieved through
compression leads to a reduction in the amount of data that represents the
information. At the same time, once the decompression procedure is done,
the resulting signal must contain enough detail for the cardiologist to be able
to identify irregularities. “Lossy”compressors may hide such details, whereas
“lossless” compressor preserves the signal exactly as captured.
This thesis researches into the performance of several lossless compres-
sion algorithms widely used for image coding. The different compression
techniques are evaluated not only in terms of compression ratio and com-
pression and decompression bandwidths achieved but also based on their
performance when the compressed data must be sent over any of the avail-
able wireless networks.
This thesis documents the work of a master’s degree project carried out
during the spring of 2009. The project is part of a research project within
the Department of Biomedical Engineering at Linko¨pings Universitet. The
project aims at researching and developing a data compression model for
transmitting medical signals. The model should be feasible and it should
prove the advantages of data compression. These implementations are in-
tended to be used within a larger system allowing a patient to transmit
medical data from a remote location.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In a medical environment, there are several signals which must be constantly
or periodically supervised. Some of the most common are the temperature,
the concentration of oxygen in blood, the arterial pressure or the electrocar-
diogram waveform. It is under this scenario that this thesis is developed. In
this case, there is an implemented system of acquisition of electrocardiogram
(ECG) and phonocardiographic (PCG) signals, which must be wirelessly and
error-free sent to the required medical location. An scheme of that environ-
ment can be observed in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Environment of this thesis.
The introduction of telecommunication technologies in the health care en-
vironment has led to an increase in the accessibility to health care providers,
to more efficient tasks and to a higher overall quality of health care services.
However, many challenges including medical errors and a partial coverage of
health care services in rural and underdeveloped areas still exist worldwide.
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Many medical errors occur due to a lack of correct and complete infor-
mation at the location and time it is needed, and it may result in wrong
diagnosis. The required medical information can be made available at any
place any time using sophisticated devices and widely deployed wireless net-
works. Nevertheless, wireless technologies cannot avoid or eliminate all med-
ical errors, as some of them might have been originated before sending the
information.
In order to avoid possible errors while compressing data before sending
it through the wireless network, this thesis deals with some of the existing
algorithms for lossless compression of ECG signals, where the original ECG
waveform can be exactly reconstructed after the procedures of compression,
transmission and decompression. Moreover, after the phase of compression
of the required medical signals, wireless technologies can be effectively used
by matching infrastructure capabilities to health care needs. As it will be
seen through the next chapters, one way to create reliable access is to use
multiple wireless networks that may be available at a given location.
1.2 Objectives and Aims
This thesis has two main purposes: the first one is to give an overview of the
available technologies to wirelessly send the information, while the second
one is to compare three lossless compression methods, by discussing their
performance and reliability in a health care environment.
Summarizing, the main objectives are:
• To study different alternatives to wirelessly send the medical data from
a patient’s location to the medical center.
• To deal with 3 data compression alternatives, in order to discuss which
alternative better fits the requirements of the studied system. This will
be done by:
– Implementing and analyzing the Run Length Encoding (RLE) al-
gorithm performance.
– Analyzing the Huffman algorithm performance.
– Analyzing the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) algorithm performance.
• To compare the three algorithms in different terms of performance.
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This thesis is organized as it follows: through the present chapter, the
intention of the thesis is presented. In the chapter number 2 there is an
introduction to medical concepts related to the heart monitoring as well as
an explanation of the ECG waveform. Furthermore, the wireless alternatives
to send this kind of medical signals are presented. In chapter number 3,
the lossless compression algorithms that will be implemented in the next
chapter are presented. It is in chapter number 4 where the implementation
of the algorithms can be found, as well as the results after their application.
Eventually, conclusions of the results are also drawn. A short summary of
events is presented in the conclusions of the thesis, which is located in chapter
5, whereas appendixes and bibliography are in the end. In those appendixes,
the scripts of the compression algorithms and data-acquisitions are presented
as well as those tables which require to be shown in order to understand and
complement the commented results.
1.2.1 On the choice of a wireless technology
Nowadays wireless is becoming the leader in communication choices among
users. It is not a solution for nomadic travelers but it is also used even when
the wired communications are possible [10]. Clearly today there is a great
variety of wireless communication technologies and protocols, so choosing
the right technology and implementation strategy for a medical monitoring
application is critical.
To focus on the problem dealt in this thesis one should keep in mind the
scenario: several sensors measure the desired parameters and transmit these
data to the sensor’s processing unit. The unit processes the output from the
sensor and produces a data stream compatible with the transmitter, a tablet
PC in this case. The combined data from this unit can be transmitted over
a network to a nurse’s station as well as to a central server for data storage
and information distribution. To take advantage of such a system, the cor-
rect wireless technology and strategy must be chosen.
1.2.2 On the choice of the data compression algorithms
One of the major benefits of using digital information is that it can be com-
pressed. The goal when compressing and transmitting data over the network
is to make the data sent as small as possible. The smaller the data is, the
faster it can be transmitted over the network. Moreover, apart from de-
creasing the size of the original data, as much of the original information as
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possible must be retained when dealing with medical information.
Since it can be required to record an ECG signal during 24 hours, the
computer storage may arise up to several GBytes. Considering the several
million ECGs annually recorded for the purposes of comparison and analysis,
the need for effective ECG data compression techniques is becoming increas-
ingly important [3].
There are two types of compression: lossless and lossy compression. In
lossless data compression, the original data can be exactly reconstructed
while the lossy approach always involves a loss of information. Due to the
diagnostic uses of medical images, and since a small detail may be very im-
portant, medical image compression techniques have primarily focused on
lossless methods.
There are many available algorithms for lossless compression, and each al-
gorithm has several variants. With so many choices, it is important to select
the algorithm that better fits the requirements of the system, as they form
the basic specifications for the system. By following these specifications, the
system should work as desired for this application. Even though this kind of
methods allow the identical reconstruction of the data, lossless methods can
only provide limited compression factors, usually ranging between 1:2 and
1:3.7 [2].
To achieve better compression rates, one must know how data is struc-
tured and which compression method is the most appropriate to use. More
information about how the data is organized gives higher probabilities to
achieve reliable results.
Chapter 2
Background Research
2.1 Medical
2.1.1 Telehealth
Telemedicine is generally described as the “provision of health care over a
distance” [4], while telehealth has a broader definition, as it includes all the
telecommunications to achieve the telemedicine. In Figure 2.1, it can be seen
that this second field incorporates different applications.
Figure 2.1: Telehealth services.
Around 40 years ago, the first applications of telehealth were performed
by the use of the telephone and the fax. Since then, new telecommunication
technologies have been developed so that has helped to provide medicine at
a distance. Not only has the accessibility been increased but also the overall
5
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quality of health care services.
In early 1900, before the television era, a doctor could give advice through
the radio as it can be observed in Figure 2.2, and in the mid 1900 some psy-
chiatrists assisted their patients using interactive television. Since then a lot
of innovations have been attempted, such as the ‘electrical stethoscope’, the
telepsychiatry or the teledermatolog [2]. The NASA also helped to develop
some telehealth technologies as they continued to improve the Geo and Leo
satellites facilitating the remote assistance. In the last decade of the 20th
century, the interest for rural development increased and interactive appli-
cations using wideband channels removed some barriers for the provision of
telemedicine services.
Figure 2.2: The Radio Doctor [5].
Nowadays, most of the telemedicine research is based on wireless tech-
nologies. That research not only deals with short range communications like
Bluetooth o ZigBee in order to acquire the signals from wearable sensors, but
also to long distance technologies such WiMAX or Mesh networking which
enable the transmission of vital constants and medical signals from the pa-
tient to the medical staff.
2.1.2 The heart
In anatomy, the heart is the main organ of the circulatory system. The heart
is a muscular conical organ placed in the thoracic cavity, and it works as a
bomb by propelling blood throughout the body. One of its main characteris-
tics it that the muscle that forms the heart enables the heart to work without
the need to receive orders from the brain.
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Slightly bigger than a fist, the heart is divided into 4 chambers, two
auricles (left and right) and two ventricles (left and right). Moreover, the
pumping action of the heart consists of two phases: the systole or contraction
of the heart to eject the blood, and the dyastole, the relaxation phase which
enables the heart to receive the blood (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4).
Figure 2.3: Phase of Systole Figure 2.4: Phase of Dyastole
Every heart beat involves a sequence of events included in the cardiac
cycle, which make the heart to alternate a contraction and a relaxation in ap-
proximately between 70 and 80 heart beats per minute in an adult. It means
that during a lifetime one can contract its heart about 2.9 billion times, so
the reliability and the life expectancy of the heart are of great importance [6].
Lots of studies have dealed with cardiac signal processing. Heart sounds
and murmurs, basically the two types of sound originated from the heart [7]
must be detected and located in order to analyze possible cardiac diseases.
Meanwhile, when the signals are being acquired, it is possible to have other
interferences from the auscultation tools or from other mechanical events.
It is therefore important to know the origin of interferences as well as they
effect over the cardiac waveform.
An example of an electrocardiogram (ECG) and a phonocardiographic
(PCG) signal from a healthy person can be viewed in Figure 2.5. As it will
be seen in the next section, the ECG reflects the electrical activity of the
heart while the PCG deals with the mechanical activity of the heart.
2.1.3 The electrocardiogram
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a recording of the electrical activity of the
heart over time produced by an electrocardiograph. The human body pro-
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Figure 2.5: ECG and PCG signal
duces a great variety of electrical signals caused by the chemical activity in
the nerves and muscles that conform the body. The voltage differences are
created on the cellular level, that is to say that every cell can be considered
as a tiny voltage generator. The heart, for instance, leads to a characteristic
pattern of voltage variations. The register and analysis of these bioelectric
events are very important in fields such as the clinical practice and research.
A typical ECG tracing can be seen in Figure 2.6
Figure 2.6: Normal electrical pattern in the heart.
The ECG recording diagnosis has a great variety of uses:
• To determine if the heart works properly or it suffers any disease (for
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instance, extra heart-beats or hops would mean cardiac arrhythmia).
• To indicate arterial coronary block (during or after a cardiac attack).
• To detect electrolytic alterations of potassium, sodium, calcium, mag-
nesium or others.
• To detect possible conductive anomalies such as auricular-ventricular
block or bundle-branch block.
• To show the physic condition of a patient during an effort test.
• To provide information about the physical conditions of the heart like
left ventricular hypertrofy.
The heart’s electrical activity is measured by electrodes that are placed
on the skin. The amplitudes, polarities and also times and duration of the
different components of the ECG mainly depend on the location of the elec-
trodes on the body. When electrodes are placed with medical purposes, the
standard locations are the right and the left arms near the wrists, the left
leg near the ankle, and several points of the chest called precordial positions.
Moreover, a reference electrode is usually placed on the right leg near the
ankle. The Einthoven’s triangle was the first positioning system, and it can
be seen in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The Einthoven’s triangle
The electrocardiograph patterns of normality were established long time
ago, and nowadays there are a few diagnostic doubts which can be considered
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with an ECG. More than a century ago, there was the assignment of names
to every wave of the ECG, and it was then that the PQRST sequence was
first stated. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 2.8, where the characteristic
waveform of the ECG signal matches the different states which are produced
during a cardiac cycle.
Figure 2.8: The components of an ECG signal
As it has been shown, one vital sign is represented as an ECG signal with
multiple waves, which follows a certain pattern with duration and intensity.
Due to the importance of this pattern, any significant change in waveform
may indicate specific cardiovascular problems. For example, relative vari-
ations in different waves in ECG such as missing or weaker P wave, may
indicate atrial problems affecting blood flow to the heart. A large increase
in Q wave with respect to overall QRS indicates myocardial infraction (heart
attack), while inverted T wave indicates ischemia.
In order to realize an electrocardiographical diagnose, as well as the wave-
form of the ECG signal it is also very important the duration between the
waves that are produced, owing to the fact that they give information about
the coordination between the different events during a cardiac cycle [8]. The
normal duration of some of the ECG components in adult patients are:
• P wave: <120 ms.
• PR interval: 120 – 200 ms.
• QRS complex: <120 ms.
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• QT interval: <440 – 460 ms.
Moreover, there are shown typical amplitude values that usually adopt
these recordings, although there are significant variations in the ECG de-
pending on the person or even its own condition.
• P wave: 0.25 mV.
• R wave: 1.60 mV.
• Q wave: 25%R.
• T wave: 0.1 – 0.5 mV.
The presence of noise in the register of this kind of signals is nearly in-
evitable. The knowledge about noise and about the causes which produce
the noise will help its processing and removal. The sources of disturbances
on an ECG signal are: power line interferences (50 Hz), electrode contact
noise, motion artifacts, muscle contraction, baseline drift due to respiration,
and instrumentation noise from electronic devices [9].
As it has been said in the introductory chapter, the more information
about the characteristics of a signal, the better compression one can achieve
when treating that signal as the input stream. The typical sampling fre-
quencies range from 250 Hz and 1000 Hz, though it might be up to 2000 Hz
in some research studies about high frequency ECGs. The concrete values
such as the sampling frequency as well as the resolution of the input signal
will be specified in Chapter 4, when talking about the implementation of the
compression algorithms.
2.2 Wireless Technologies for Telemedicine
Telemonitoring, which means watching the evolution of some parameters at
distance, can find an important place into telemedicine applications. In the
particular case of post-operator situations without hospitalization, this kind
of monitoring at distance can be efficiently performed through a telemedicine
network when having a mobile communication network as support. That
gives more flexibility and accessibility, especially when trying to communi-
cate with far or difficult access areas.
According to the Figure 2.9, that is taking the coverage area into consid-
eration, the wireless networks can be divided into 5 types:
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• Body area network (BAN).
• Personal area network (PAN).
• Short mobility distance such as wireless local area network (WLAN).
• Broadband medium mobility distance such as wireless metropilitan area
network (WMAN).
• Global mobility distance such as wireless wide area network (WWAN).
Figure 2.9: Wireless device technology map [4].
The first objective of this thesis is to discuss about some of the available
technologies in WLAN, WMAN and WWAN that can be appropriate when
sending the medical information from a patient to the diagnose location.
To start with, the wireless requirements of pervasive health care services
must be clarified. Those are: comprehensive coverage, reliable access and
transmission of medical information, location management, and support for
patient mobility. Many of the existing and emerging wireless networks such as
wireless LANs, cellular-oriented (2G/3G/4G), satellite networks, and short-
range technologies could support one or more of these requirements [11].
Moreover, the wireless infrastructure should allow the use of several di-
verse wireless networks to support the requirements of health care applica-
tions. The coverage and scalability challenges are still to provide wireless
coverage in both rural and urban areas covering both indoor and outdoor
environments.
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Figure 2.10: Medical monitoring system of this project.
This thesis deals with the integrated telemonitoring system in Figure 2.10.
The sensors measure the desired parameters and transmit the processed data
to the tablet PC, which uses the wireless network to communicate the local
integrated mobile system with the hospital or wherever the doctor is. The
main advantage of this kind of system is that the patient could go to every-
where without any risk of losing the connection with his doctor. That would
be feasible only if the coverage problems in the area where the patient is
located were non-existent.
In the next sections, different kind of LANs, MANs and WANs are ex-
amined. Eventually, in the last section 2.2.6 there is a comparison between
these technologies, and it is discussed which option better fits in telemedicine
procedures.
2.2.1 WLAN
WLAN is based on the IEEE 802.11 standard and it offers a practical so-
lution of network connection offering mobility, flexibility, and low cost of
deployment and use. It can be designed for both infrastructure and ad-hoc
configurations as it can be seen in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. WLANs provide
wireless connectivity to hosts (computer, machinery or systems) that require
rapid deployment in a local area environment. These hosts can be stationary,
portable or mobile and may be handled or mounted on a moving vehicle.
One aim of this standard is its universality. To accomplish it, the ev-
erywhere unlicensed frequency at 2.4 GHz known as Industrial, Medical and
Scientific (ISM) band is used. Furthermore, the main advantages of this net-
work are their free of movement and its simplicity and speed in deploying
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Figure 2.11: WLAN ad-hoc mode
Figure 2.12: WLAN infrastructure
mode
terminals. The wireless solution solves the problem when installing the net-
work in places where wiring is unfeasible, for instance in historic buildings
or in huge industrial plants.
WLAN allow users to access the network at high speeds up to 54 Mbps
as long as users are placed within a relatively short range from the access
point. However, there are still many issues related to patient’s monitoring
using infrastructure-oriented WLANs:
• The area of service of the access points in wireless LANs is limited to
about 100m. as it is affected by mobility, obstacles and many other
problems. The signal strength can be weakened to 30-90% as it passes
through doors, walls and windows. As a result, there may be a reduc-
tion on the coverage area on indoor WLANs. Foremost, the outdoor
coverage may also be affected by moving vehicles, other WLANs and
trees. To enlarge the coverage of a WLAN, the number of access points
can be increased, though it results in a higher initial cost.
• As the ISM band at 2.4 GHz is unlicensed, IEEE 802.11 must have
a mechanism to avoid interferences from other devices which operate
in the same frequency. Networks which operate in the ISM band are
more vulnerable to interference problems rather than at 5 GHz due to
the great amount of devices which operate at this band, for instance
cordless phones, Bluetooth devices, microwave ovens, etc. These mech-
anisms are called Spread Spectrum modulation techniques.
• The security is lower than in a wired network, as in a WLAN the signal
is usually isotropically irradiated. Thus, any system close to the base
station or to the access point can easily connect to the network and
capture the processed packets.
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• The throughput decreases when increasing distance between users and
access points, so either a higher number of access point per WLAN or a
higher bit rate WLAN should be employed. The number of users that
can be supported by an access point depends on the bit rate, frequency
of monitoring and the amount of information sent per user.
• The mobility of patients means a changeable number of users under
different access points. That affects both throughput and delays for
patient monitoring. In order to support mobility, most wireless LANs
use synchronization (to find and stay in a WLAN), power management
(for periodic sleep, to let the station sleep without losing any message)
and association and re-association (to join a network, moving from one
AP to another). The station scans all the possible frequency channels
and looks for a beacon signal for the network it wants to join. It can
re-associate with other networks if needed.
2.2.2 WiMAX
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is an standard
of wireless data transmission that operates in bands from 2 to 6 GHz. and it
was designed to be used in a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) providing
concurrent access in areas within 50 km. radius and rates up to 70 Mbps,
being these values the maximum rates that cannot be obtained at the same
time.
The way of doing of WiMAX can be similar to WiFi but at higher rates,
higher distance and for a higher number of users. As a result, WiMAX
could solve the lack of broadband access in suburban and rural areas where
telephone and cable companies still are not yet settled. WiMAX supports
different scenarios like the one shown in Figure 2.13.
WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) was conceived with the purpose of offering high-
speed networks which could operate at great distances and by offering greater
coverage than WiFi. However, some analysts consider that the technical
characteristics of WiMAX are unrealistic, given that so far the experimental
measured cell radius has been between 7 and 10 km., far from the expected
50 km. Furthermore, the targeted radio spectrum contains licensed and
unlicensed bands, which are different from one country to another. Security
using 56-bit data encryption standard keys may be also an issue, considering
some advances that show how 128-bit hash functions can be broken [14].
To sum up, one can say that it is not clear if the constructed systems will
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Figure 2.13: Telehealth application scenario using WiMAX.
progressively evolve towards the expected theoretical specifications.
2.2.3 Mesh networking
As it has been explained on the previous sections, traditional wireless net-
works are based on the presence of an infrastructure providing wireless access
for network connectivity to wireless terminals. However, a new paradigm is
becoming more and more popular: peer-to-peer communications, where wire-
less nodes communicate with each other and create ad-hoc mesh networks
independently on the presence of any wireless infrastructure.
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) are dynamically self-organized and self-
configured, with the nodes in the network automatically establishing an ad-
hoc network and maintaining the mesh connectivity. That is, the nodes op-
erate as a host and as a router, forwarding packets on behalf of other nodes
that may not be within direct wireless transmission range of their destina-
tions. The mesh, due to its rich interconnection pattern or high redundancy
of links, is a highly reliable interconnection architecture.
Therefore, WMN intends to overcome some of the limitations of the
WLAN. A WMN combines the characteristics of both a WLAN and ad-
hoc networks, by forming an intelligent, large scale and broadband wireless
network. An example of configuration of a WMN can be observed in Figure
2.14, where the users can communicate with the others across the Internet
within the same WMN.
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Figure 2.14: Mesh networking.
Although WMN is a relatively new technology, its development has been
very fast. Wireless broadband networks based on mesh technology have been
deployed in many cities around the world. Recent developments in 802.11n
technology provide bandwidth of up to 248 Mbps and WiMAX technology
for longer distance networking of tens of km. These technologies can be eas-
ily integrated into a mesh architecture to provide high bandwidth and large
area wireless broadband services.
2.2.4 Cellular Mobile
Cellular mobile networks are potentially important to the future of telemedicine
[4]. Its aim is to provide higher transmission rates and also to achieve the
pervasive networking concept.
• Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) is a system currently
in use, and is the second-generation (2G) of mobile-communication
networks. In the standard mode of operation, it provides data-transfer
speeds of up to 9.6 kbps.
• Through the years, a new technique was introduced in the GSM stan-
dard, called High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD). This tech-
nology makes possible to use several time slots simultaneously when
sending or receiving data, so that the user can increase the data trans-
mission rate up to 14.4 kbps, or even to 43.3 kbps.
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• GPRS is a packet-based wireless communication service designed for
continuous connection to the Internet for portable terminals such as
2.5G cell phones and laptops. It brings the data rate values from
56 Kbps up to 114 Kbps, and it supports the users to join in video-
conferences and browse multimedia web sites. Figure 2.15 illustrates
the network topology in a GPRS system.
Figure 2.15: GPRS architecture overview.
• 3G wireless technology represents the convergence of various second-
generation wireless systems. One of the most important aspects of
3G technology is its ability to unify existing cellular standards, such
as code-division multiple-access (CDMA) and time-division multiple-
access (TDMA) under one umbrella.
• UMTS is one of the third-generation cell phone technologies. UMTS
seeks to build on and extend the capacity of existing mobile cordless
and satellite technologies by enlarging the data transmission rate and
a far greater range of services using an innovative radio access scheme
and an enhanced evolving core network.
• Users demand seamless switching from one network to another in a
telemedicine system. That could be achieved via 4G technologies,
which will integrate all networks via IP-based protocol and improve
data transfer. 4G networks have some commonly agreed characteris-
tics as: all-IP based network architecture, higher bandwidth and data
throughput, integration of heterogeneous access networks and support
for multimedia applications.
What one may now see is a shift from mobile communication and satellite
systems for wireless telemedicine to the use of wireless networks based on
mesh technology, since the latter seem to be very attractive in terms of cost,
reliability and speed.
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2.2.5 Performance of a network
The performance of a network can be measured in two fundamental ways:
bandwidth and delay, also known as throughput and latency. The bandwidth
can be defined as the maximum amount of data than can be transmitted
over the network per time unit. It is usually expressed in bits or megabits
per second [15]. Meanwhile, the second measurable unit, the delay, is the
time it takes for the first data unit in a message to be transmitted from the
sender to the receiver. Latency or delay is often measured in milliseconds.
As the clocks in the sender and receiver should be synchronized in order to
correctly measure the delay between users, it is more interesting to measure
the so-called round-trip time. This is the time it takes to send a message
from one end of the network to the other and back [15].
There are mainly three factors that determine the delay. These are the
speed of the media, the time it takes to transmit a data unit, and the de-
lays when handling, queuing and switching the data packages in the network.
Moreover, the product of the two metrics is often called the delay x band-
width product, and it gives the number of bits the network can hold, that is
to say the number of bits the sender must transmit before the first bit arrives
at the receiver [15].
2.2.6 Conclusions
As it has been seen in the previous sections, each of the networks has its
own complexity in terms of bandwidth, coverage and reliability, priorities for
access and transmission, and specific requirements of every protocol.
For instance, satellite networking may have wider outdoor coverage al-
though the indoor coverage is not reliable, while GSM networks offer a high
quality access, but the cost might be too high for continuous health monitor-
ing. Furthermore, they can only provide low bandwidth connections, which
make the transmission of images and video to be difficult. Although cellular
networks offer a reasonable compromise between the mobility requirement
and the cost of the system, transmission speed may not be enough for high-
quality diagnostic video and images [12].
On the other hand, wireless LANs appear promising since they can sup-
ply high bandwidth at low cost. However, the WLAN technology has its
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own limitations, such as the lack of coverage. It can be therefore said that
for some local telemedicine services, the WLAN-based systems could be the
most suitable but the limitations in terms of mobility and coverage area must
be taken into account.
Summarizing, as one can have noticed, a single wireless network on its
own may not be able to provide reliability, coverage and the necessary net-
working requirements to allow highly reliable health monitoring. Therefore,
the ability to access and switch among multiple networks may create a fault-
tolerant architecture with a richer set of resources, capable of overcoming
multiple problems. Within the next few years, Fourth Generation (4G) wire-
less networks could emerge allowing users to access multiple wireless networks
without manually switching from network to network [13].
Chapter 3
Lossless compression methods
3.1 Introduction
Nowadays, it is clear that most of the information that is generated and
transmitted is digitally formatted, so the number of bytes required to repre-
sent this kind of data can be huge. That is the reason why data compression
plays such an important role, as there is an imperative need to send the
greatest amount of data while using the lowest possible resources.
In the particular case of the transmission of medical signals, the amount
of different vital parameters to be sent from one point like home or from an
ambulance to a medical center has also been greatly increased. Over the last
three decades, with the emergence of new wireless technologies as well as the
development of mobile communications, the possibility to transmit informa-
tion between mobile or non-mobile points have been open. The Figure 3.1
gives an overall idea of the environment where the transmission of medical
signals might be needed.
Medical data is stored in digital format. Due to the amount of bytes that
have to be stored when capturing different images or signals, factors such as
storage capacity and bandwidth must be taken into consideration. Therefore,
compression is desirable because it reduces the required archive capacity and
provides faster transmission of information between users. For instance, in
the particular case of Holter monitoring, if no compression was performed,
it would lead to a reduction of the precision of the recorded signal. That is
because in order to store all the data which can require hundreds of MBytes,
some of the rates should be lowered, resulting in that decreasing of precision.
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Figure 3.1: Mobile and stationary patient monitoring in indoor and outdoor
environments.
As a medical diagnose may depend on the doctor’s interpretation of the
medical signals sent by a patient, the reliability of the received signals must
be ensured. Here is where lossless compression becomes necessary, so as its
name indicates, there is no loss of information.
Figure 3.2: Block diagram of a lossless coder/decoder system.
As it can be seen in the Figure 3.2, the output data of the decoder is
exactly as the data before being compressed, so that is the information is
preserved in its original form. Preservations of diagnostic information are
the first requirement for the correct diagnoses, and for the case of lossy com-
pression it cannot be ensured. Furthermore, in some countries it is forbidden
by law to lossy compress images used for medical diagnosis [18].
In this chapter some of the techniques used for the compression of ECG
signals are shown. Some of these techniques, as it will be seen, are also used
to compress other kinds of data or signals. As for the compression of medical
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signals, and specifically the ECG signal, what is intended through the lossless
compression is:
• Increment the capacity of storage of the database of the ECG signals.
These databases are commonly used for the study and classification of
ECG signals, and they must contain a great amount of entries.
• Accelerate and make cheaper the transmission of data that has been
already obtained or is still being acquired in real-time applications
through a communications channel.
• Increase the functionality of monitors and storage systems in medical
centers and outpatient departments.
There are many different available algorithms for lossless coding, but the
key issue is to choose the most suitable option for the ECG signals. What
is intended through this thesis is to obtain the highest data reduction by
preserving the characteristics of the signal and by spending the minimum
time. The three studied algorithms belong to three different types of lossless
compression: the run-length Run Length Encoding (RLE) method, the sta-
tistical Huffman method and the dictionary-based Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW)
method.
Figure 3.3: Lossless compression scheme.
All three algorithms are the basis of some known applications such as JPEG
images, GIF images, zip compressed files or pdf files. The next sections show
the analysis of the three algorithms as well as their comparison in different
terms of performance.
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3.2 Run-Length Encoding
One of the earliest applications of lossless compression in the modern era
has been the compression of facsimile, or fax [20]. In fax compression, every
page is scanned and converted into sequences of black and white pixels. That
can be translated when dealing with signals, as the amplitudes are stored in
binary format, that is to say into sequences of 0’s and 1’s.
Run-Length encoding algorithm is a simple form of data compression
where the sequences of data with the same value consecutively repeated are
stored as a single value and its number of appearances. That is, if a data
item d occurs n consecutive times in the input stream, the coder replaces
all the n characters by the pair nd. This algorithm is useful when the data
contains lots of these ‘sequences’, like in areas of plain color as icons and
logos or in binary files.
To clarify how this method works, consider a white background with black
text on it. There would be a lot of sequences of white pixels on the empty
margins, and other sequences of black pixels where the text is. Analyzing
one single scan line, with W representing the white zones and B the black
ones, the input stream could be:
WWWWBBWWWBBBBBWWW
Thus the output stream would result in:
4W2B3W5B3W
It can be seen that the run-length code represents the original 16 charac-
ters in just 10. The first byte represents the number of times that a certain
character is repeated, while the second byte is the character itself. In some
other cases it is possible to code the sequences with just one byte: 1 bit (0 or
1) and 7 bits to specify the number of consecutive appearances. This codifica-
tion translated to binary, whose principle is the same, is used for the storage
of images. Even files of binary data can be compressed by using this method.
The RLE algorithm performs better when the input data are images. Im-
ages consist on pixels, which can be stored bit by bit indicating a black or a
white dot, or using several bits which indicate the different colours. It can
be assumed that pixels are stored in arrays called bitmaps in memory, and
those are the input streams for the image. As each pixel tend to be similar
to the pixels that surrounds it, when the compressor scans the bitmap row
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by row, large consecutive sequences with the same value appear and high
compression can be achieved.
Run-length encoding techniques are well known in the art of digital com-
munications and are widely used in protocols, for example, MPEG-2, to
achieve high compression ratios.
3.3 Huffman coding
Huffman coding is one of the oldest and most popular methods for data com-
pression. It is based on that the values of a data stream are not equiprobable,
so every stream contains a high frequency of certain characters, while others
are not so common.
As all the statistical methods do, Huffman coding generates variable-size
codes. The length of the assigned code to each symbol depends on its fre-
quency of appearance. Therefore, the shorter codes are assigned to the sym-
bols that appear more frequently. Moreover, Huffman coding belongs to the
group of prefix code, so no symbol is a prefix of any other symbol. That is
important as each symbol cannot be separated from the rest depending on
its length. For example, if A converts to 1, B converts to 01 and C converts
to 101, the decoder will be unable to differentiate the symbols as the symbol
A happens to be a prefix of another symbol. If the decoder received the
sequence 101, it would be unable to determine if it was an A followed by a
B or just a C.
The process of coding is shown by an example. In order to obtain the Huff-
man code given five symbols {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} with probabilities P(a1)=0.4,
P(a2)=0.2, P(a3)=0.2, P(a4)=0.1, P(a5)=0.1, the next steps must be fol-
lowed: once the probability of every symbol is calculated, a binary tree is
constructed and it will be in charge of giving the final coding. The creation
of that tree is performed as it follows:
1. Create a sorted list in descending order of all the probabilities.
2. The two elements with the smallest probabilities are selected, and a new
element is created. Its probability is the addition of both probabilities.
3. Realign the list of probabilities with the new set of elements.
4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 until a single node is obtained, called ‘root
node’.
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Through the creation of the binary tree it is possible to assign a binary
code to each element of the alphabet. The entire process can be observed in
the Figure 3.4, and as it can be seen, when the tree is completed, there is
the assignment of bits.
Figure 3.4: Huffman Codes.
The compression achieved by the Huffman codification depends on the
distribution of the source elements. In the example there is a set of 5 ele-
ments, so 3 bits were needed in order to codify them. By using the Huffman
coding the average length can be calculated as:
E[l] =
n∑
i=1
liPi (3.1)
where n is the length of the alphabet, li is the length of the Huffman
coding for each element, and Pi is its probability. On the example above,
this average length is
E[l] = 0.4× 1 + 0.2× 2 + 0.2× 3 + 0.1× 4 + 0.1× 4 = 2.2 bits/symbol
so that the relation of compression is 3:2.2.
Since there were more than two symbols with the same probabilities, the
process of coding is not unique. Nevertheless, what can be ensured is that
the average output size will be the same.
The reconstruction process of the code is realized by covering the binary
tree until the terminal node. That is possible as the Huffman code has the
property of being instantaneous, so the decoder always know when the coder
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process is finished. Furthermore, and as Huffman coding is a prefix code, it
is necessary to transmit or store the binary tree in order to decode the data.
The Huffman coding does not introduce any loss, but if during the trans-
mission or storage occurs an error which can affect a single bit, this is trans-
lated into more than one error during the reconstruction. Usually, some kind
of protection for the data after the coding stage is used.
Huffman coding is used in several programs on its own or combined with
other compression methods, and it serves not only in text compression but
also in images or video.
3.4 LZW coding
Lempel-Ziv is sometimes referred to as a substitution or dictionary-based cod-
ing algorithm. While the quality of compression in statistical compression
methods depends on how good the model is, dictionary-based compression
methods select strings of symbols and encode them through the creation of
a dictionary of individual or sets of symbols.
The LZW method is a modification of the LZ78 approach [20]. It starts
to initialize a dictionary with all the symbols in the alphabet. Therefore, the
first input character will always be found in the dictionary. The LZW com-
pression algorithm in its simplest form is shown in the Algorithm 1. A quick
examination of the code shows that LZW is always trying to output codes
for strings that are already known. And each time a new code is output, a
new string is added to the string table. Thus the entries in the dictionary
increase very fast.
In text compression, the LZW algorithm starts with a dictionary of 4K,
whose first 256 entries (0-255) refer to each byte, and the next ones (256-4095)
refer to the strings of characters [19]. Those are dynamically generated as the
data is read, so that a new string is created by adding the actual character
to the existent string.
To better understand how the LZW coder works, take the next example as
a reference: the input string is a set of five different English words separated
by the ‘/’ character. As the dictionary starts yet initialized with all the
alphabet, the coder starts trying to find the string ‘/W’. As it cannot be
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Algorithm 1 LZW coder pseudo-code.
STRING = get input character
while there are still input characters do
CHARACTER = get input character
if STRING+CHARACTER is in the string table then
STRING = STRING+character
else
output the code for STRING
add STRING+CHARACTER to the string table
STRING = CHARACTER
end if
end while
output the code for STRING
Input String = /WED/WE/WEE/WEB/WET
Character Input Code Output New code value New String
/W / 256 /W
E W 257 WE
D E 258 ED
/ D 259 D/
WE 256 260 /WE
/ E 261 E/
WEE 260 262 /WEE
/W 261 263 E/W
EB 257 264 WEB
/ B 265 B/
WET 260 266 /WET
EOF T
Table 3.1: The LZW Compression Process
found in the table, it codes a new entry to the dictionary and its code value.
When it takes the new character ‘E’, as it can be found in the dictionary, it
codes the pair ‘WE’. It continues until the end of file, as it is shown on the
Table 3.1.
As it can be seen in the example, the dictionary fills up rapidly, since a
new string is added to the table each time a code is output. In this highly
redundant input, 5 code substitutions were output, along with 7 different
characters. That means that if we were using 9 bits to code the output, the
19 character input string would be reduced to a 13.5 byte output string. Of
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course, this example was carefully chosen to demonstrate code substitution.
The decompression is performed as the compression, so there is just the
need to substitute every input code and send it to the output. To clarify how
it works, below there is the Algorithm 2 of the decompressor, and next to
it one can see the Table 3.2, that shows an example of the way of performance.
Algorithm 2 LZW decoder pseudo-code.
Read OLD CODE
output OLD CODE
while there are still input characters do
Read NEW CODE
STRING = get translation of NEW CODE
output STRING
CHARACTER = first character in STRING
add OLD CODE + CHARACTER to the translation table
OLD CODE = NEW CODE
end while
As one can notice, Table 3.2 shows that the output obtained after the
decompression procedure is exactly the same as the table obtained during
the compression stage.
LZW compression is always used in GIF image files, and offered as an
option in TIFF and PostScript. LZW compression is also suitable for com-
pressing text files.
3.5 Measures of Performance
In order to make an accurate analysis of algorithm performances, particular
attention must be paid to the choice of the indexes for performance evalu-
ation. One should note that whereas human analysis is mostly qualitative,
based on ECG waveforms quantitative methods are requested for an ‘objec-
tive’ judgment on the compression algorithms.
There are several measures to evaluate how well the compression methods
perform, and they can be divided in three groups [21]. The first set of
measures can be also stated as efficiency metrics :
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Input Codes: / W E D 256 E 260 261 257 B 260 T
Input/
OLD CODE
STRING/
CHARACTER New table entry
NEW CODE Output
/ / /
W / W W 256 = /W
E W E E 257 = WE
D E D D 258 = ED
256 D /W / 259 = D/
E 256 E E 260 = /WE
260 E /WE / 261 = E/
261 260 E/ E 262 = /WEE
257 261 WE W 263 = E/W
B 257 B B 264 = WEB
260 B /WE / 265 = B/
T 260 T T 266 = /WET
Table 3.2: The LZW Decompression Process
• The first parameter that expresses the effectiveness of a data compres-
sion technique is the Compression Ratio (CR). It is defined as the
quotient between the size of the compressed data and that of the orig-
inal data:
CR =
size of the output stream
size of the input stream
(3.2)
The compression ratio is also known as bit per bit (bpb), as it shows
how many bits are needed on average to compress one single bit from
the original input stream. Moreover, the term bit rate is related to the
compression ratio, as it is the general term referring to the bpb. There-
fore, the main objective of a data compression method is to achieve the
lowest bit rate.
• It is also possible to express the compression ratio as a percentage
of the size of the original data. This measure is called Compression
Percentage (CP) and it is defined as:
CP = (1− CR)× 100 (%) (3.3)
Taking the relation of compression 1:4 as an example, that is to say
that the original file is 4 times bigger than the compressed one, the
compression percentage would be 75%.
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• The compression factor equals the inverse of the compression ratio:
Compressionfactor =
size of the input stream
size of the output stream
(3.4)
In this case, the bigger the value, the better the compression.
• When trying to evaluate the performance of lossy methods, there are
other important factors such as the mean square error (MSE) and peak
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) which measure the distortion and errors
that occur during the compression of images and videos.
Compression ratios such as the described above depend on the conditions
the signal is being recorded under such as: sampling frequency, bandwidth,
sample precision and noise level.
The second set of measures of performance refer to the complexity of a
compression process and it is measured by arithmetic processing, memory
size, and chip complexity. The speed of compression, that can be measured
in cycles per byte (CPB), the time required for compression and reconstruc-
tion of ECG data, as well as the computer processing and the execution time
belong to these kind of measures, that can also be stated as complexity met-
rics.
Eventually, there are the delay metrics, which include processing metrics
and networking metrics.
What should be noted is that data compression is not always benefi-
cial. Both compression and decompression algorithms often involve time-
consuming computations, so if the time spent during the compression and
decompression is too high, it may cause the overall transmission to be slower
than without the use of compression procedures.
Taking the network bandwidth between the server and the client as Bn,
the average bandwidth at which data can be pushed through the compressor
and decompressor as Bcd, and the compression ratio as r, then the time taken
to send x bytes of uncompressed data is
x
Bn
whereas the time to compress it and send the compressed data is
x
Bcd
+
x
rBcd
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Thus, according to [15] compression is beneficial if
x
Bcd
+
x
rBcd
<
x
Bn
which is equivalent to
Bcd >
r
r − 1Bn
One can see that this expression does not take into consideration the differ-
ence in bandwidth for compression and decompression. Therefore, taking Bc
as the compression bandwidth and Bd as the decompression bandwidth, one
can write
1
Bcd
=
1
Bc
+
1
Bd
As a result, compression becomes beneficial when this expression is accom-
plished:
1
Bc
+
1
Bd
<
1− r
Bn
(3.5)
This theoretical expression forms the foundation of the analyze Section
4.5. There are many parameters involved, which all are hard to estimate.
Because of that, assumptions must be made to be able to analyze which
methods are suitable depending on every situation.
Chapter 4
Implementation and results
4.1 Introduction
To be able to evaluate different compression methods, each implementation
was performed on all different test files. The test was done by different scripts
in Matlab, which took several seconds to execute, depending on the length
of the input strings and on the algorithm. The result from that experiment
should give the different measures of performance for all implementations on
the different input signals.
This chapter contains the implemented RLE algorithm as well as the de-
scription of the signal’s treatment before applying the Huffman and LZW
compression techniques. The corresponding compression results are pre-
sented and compared in the Section 4.5 of this chapter.
4.2 Test data
The ANSI/AAMI EC13 Test Waveforms [22] were used to evaluate and com-
pare the proposed compression algorithms. In total, 8 different recordings
were tested. As this project deals with an store-and-forward1 system and
it is not a 24-hour monitoring system, there was no need to test very long
recordings. Therefore, the experiment was performed in small regions of in-
terest of 4 different signals which lasted 30s. and 60s.. To acquire them, the
freely available software PhysioToolkit [23] was used. The ECG signals were
1Telecommunications technique in which information is sent to an intermediate station
where it is kept and sent at a later time to the final destination or to another intermediate
station.
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digitalized through sampling at 720 Hz with 12-bit resolution. In the Table
4.1 one can see which signals were taken and whose results will be analyzed
later in this chapter.
Digitalized ECG signals @ 720 Hz with 12-bit resolution
Name Acquisition Size Duration
aami3a
s1.txt 506K 30s.
l1.txt 0.98M 60s.
aami3b
s2.txt 506K 30s.
l2.txt 0.98M 60s.
aami3c
s3.txt 506K 30s.
l3.txt 0.98M 60s.
aami3d
s4.txt 506K 30s.
l4.txt 808K 60s.
Table 4.1: The tested data
In the following sections, the algorithm implementations included in the
experiment are described briefly. Furthermore, the results after the compres-
sion and decompression procedures are shown, and they were obtained by
encoding and decoding the original signal files.
4.3 Previous Considerations
Generally, algorithms have parameters that can be adjusted to adapt the
algorithm to an specific purpose. These parameters need to be adjusted to
give the maximum performance for the minimum cost. For the purpose of
this thesis, performance can be measured by looking at the compression ra-
tio, and cost can be measured in terms of the amount of time the system
requires to encode a symbol.
Moreover, one of the basic parameters in any digital compression system
is the number of bits per symbol. This parameter has a drastic effect on the
overall compression of the system. Systems with a high number of bits per
symbol benefit from higher compression ratio. In this thesis, one is dealing
with 12-bit resolution input data. As it will be seen in the next sections,
there is the need to adapt the input stream to 8-bit resolution in order to
apply the available encoding algorithms. Meanwhile, after the decompression
one gets 8-bit resolution streams, so there is the need to convert it again so
that one can have exactly the original input stream.
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4.4 Implementations
4.4.1 RLE algorithm
This algorithm was implemented by the author of this thesis. The idea is to
take advantage of the binary input stream, so the first step in the algorithm
is to convert the input data into a binary stream of 0’s and 1’s.
The idea behind the algorithm has already been explained in Section 3.2.
However, in this case, instead of storing both value and its frequency of ap-
pearance, there is the storage of just the first bit (0 or 1) and afterwards the
number of repetitions of each bit, with no need to store the value that is being
treated every time. To better understand the idea, given the input binary
stream {000111100111000} the output stream would be {034233}. Thus the
first byte represents the first value, while the following bytes represent the
number of repetitions of 0’s and 1’s.
1 - function out = rle_opt(in)
2 - ab = dec2bin(in);
3 - ab=ab’;
4 - data = reshape(ab, numel(ab), 1);
5 - l=numel(data);
6 - rvA=data(1);
7 - ind=find(data(1:end-1)~=data(2:end));
8 - out=zeros(1,length(ind)+2);
9 - if(rvA==’1’)
10 - out(1)=1;
11 - end
12 - out(2)=ind(1);
13 - out(3:end-1)=diff(ind);
14 - out(end)=l-ind(end);
15 - end
As one can see in the script, is in the line 4 where one has the binary
stream data. Meanwhile, the output data is stored in the vector out. The
flow chart of the encoder implementation can be observed in Figure 4.1.
As for the decoding procedure, one should note that after decompressing
the data, it must be restored to its original format, that is to say, to 12-bit
resolution. This is done from line 16 on the next script. As in the encoder’s
case, here one can see the script as well as the flow-chart of the decoder in
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Figure 4.1: RLE coding flow chart.
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Figure 4.2 next to it.
1 - function dec = dec_rle_opt(in)
2 - l=length(in);
3 - x=in(1);
4 - in(1)=[];
5 - B(1)=0;
6 - i=1;
7 - while i<l
8 - rc=in(i);
9 - C(1:rc)=x;
10 - B=cat(2,B,C);
11 - C(1:rc)=[];
12 - x=~x;
13 - i=i+1;
14 - end
15 - B(1)=[];
16 - ac = reshape(B’, 12, numel(B’)/12);
17 - dec = bin2dec(num2str(ac’));
18 - end
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Figure 4.2: RLE decoding flow chart.
4.4.2 Huffman algorithm
The implementation of the Huffman algorithm was written by Giuseppe
Ridino` [24]. The entire code of the Huffman encoder and decoder can be
found in the Appendix A.1 and A.2.
After analyzing the given code, it can be seen that the program han-
dles uint8 input vectors, that is to say 8-bit resolution of unsigned integers.
Therefore, there was the need to create a function that converted the 12-bit
resolution of the original ECG signal to the unsigned 8-bit. That is done by
the function to8uint(in) as it can be seen in the next script.
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1 - function [ out ] = to8uint( in )
2 - dif=diff(in);
3 - sign=ceil(log2(max(abs(dif(:)))));
4 - l=length(dif)+2;
5 - out=zeros(1,l);
6 - out(1)=bitshift(in(1),-4);
7 - out(2)=bitshift(in(1),-8);
8 - dif=dif’;
9 - for i=1:l-2
10 - if dif(i)<0
11 - out(i+2)=bitset(uint8(abs(dif(i))), sign+1);
12 - else
13 - out(i+2)=dif(1,i);
14 - end
15 - end
16 - out=uint8(out);
17 - end
One should note that in order to convert the input data, this function
firstly stores the differences between the symbol values (line 2) and then con-
vert them into 8-bit. However, as the first value must be also stored, in the
first cell of the resulting vector out there are the first 8 bits of the symbol
(line 6), the 4 last bits in the second cell (line 7) and then just the differences
between the treated value and the previous one. It is important to note that
in order to store negative values, other instructions had to be performed as
it can be seen in lines 3, 4 and from 10 to 14. The last step was to convert
the resulting vector into the required format uint8 (line 16).
As a result, another kind of compression is performed before running the
Huffman algorithm. It compresses the data, since the differences are small
and can be expressed in fewer bits. One can notice that where one used to
need 12 bits to store the data, now there are needed just 8. One should also
know that this compression is known as relative encoding or differencing,
and it takes advantage of the previous symbols in order to code the actual
one. This kind of compression can be useful in cases where the data to be
compressed consists of a string of numbers that do not differ by much, or in
cases where the strings are similar to each other.
Once the previuos function is applied, the Huffman encoder is applied to
the resulting string. After applying the encoder algorithm to the ECG sig-
nal, it is possible to check not only the generated output string but also the
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code assignments to every symbol, that is to say, the binary tree generated.
Furthermore, from the theoretical background chapter it was said that the
decoder must receive the binary tree in order to proceed. Clearly, it can be
seen in the decoder algorithm that this tree must be sent as well as the data
to be decompressed.
As well as in the compression phase, the decompression results in a uint8
vector so the ECG signal must be restored to its original 12-bit. The pro-
cedure can be observed in the next function to12bin(in), that should also
reverse the actions of the first function applied to8uint(in).
1 - function [ out ] = to12bin( in )
2 - m=max(in(3:end));
3 - aux=zeros(1,2);
4 - aux(1)=bitshift(double(in(1)),4);
5 - aux(2)=uint8(in(2));
6 - in(1:2)=[];
7 - out(1)=bitxor(aux(1),aux(2));
8 - l=length(in);
9 - val=zeros(1,l);
10 - sign=ceil(log2(double(m)));
11 - ind=find(bitget(in(:),sign)==1);
12 - ind2=find(bitget(in(:),sign)==0);
13 - in(ind(:))=bitset(in(ind(:)),sign,0);
14 - val(ind(:))=-(double(in(ind(:))));
15 - val(ind2(:))=in(ind2(:));
16 - out=horzcat(out, val);
17 - for i=2:length(out)
18 - out(i)=out(i-1)+out(i);
19 - end
20 - out=out’;
21 - end
4.4.3 LZW algorithm
The LZW implementation was also written by Giuseppe Ridino`, and it fol-
lows the instructions given in the Section 3.4.
As it was seen in the previous section, the input string has to be converted
in order to apply the encoding algorithm. Both functions employed before
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and after the Huffman algorithm were also executed in the case of the LZW.
On the other hand, the entire code of the LZW encoder and decoder can be
found in the Appendix A.3 and A.4.
After analyzing both implementations, one can see that this algorithm is
more complex than the Huffman. In that case one gets not only the encoded
output data but also the dictionary created with the entries from the input
data. When having a look at the resulting dictionary, one realizes that every
entry has to store not only its position in the dictionary but also all the
references used when coding the symbol.
Due to this complexity, one can guess that the time elapsed during the
compression in going to be much higher than on the other two algorithms.
That will be translated into a low compression bandwidth, as it will be seen
in the following sections.
4.5 Results
The results from the test programs show compression ratio and the time
elapsed not only in compression but also in the decompression procedure.
The numeric results are presented in the next sections. It must be noted
that both compression Bc and decompression Bd bandwidths are based on
these results, and that the compression ratio r is defined as shown in (3.4)
on page 31.
According to the expression (3.5), these three parameters were involved
when it is needed to check if data compression is beneficial on a certain wire-
less environment. The numeric results together with the algorithm discussion
in earlier chapters will be analyzed in the following sections.
4.5.1 Compression ratio
The compression ratio achieved by a compression algorithm is probably the
most important parameter deciding benefits of data compression in data
communication. The compression ratio that can be achieved depends on the
design of the compression algorithm and its implementation. Furthermore,
the structure of the input data plays an important role for how good the
compression ratio can be.
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Figure 4.3: CRs achieved. Figure 4.4: Percentage of Compression.
In Appendix B, the results of the compression experiment are listed. Each
table represents a compression type, which is individually applied to every
signal. Since it is easier to analyze the results through diagrams, in Figures
4.3 and 4.4 there are shown the results after applying the compression meth-
ods on the signals of 60s. of duration.
These diagrams show that the compressions achieved range from about
60% to 80% depending on the method performed. These values involve an
important reduction of the data to be sent, although other parameters must
be evaluated before making deductions of which algorithm better fits the
requirements of the system.
In the introductory section 1.2.2 it was stated that the lossless compres-
sion algorithms usually provide compression factors from 1:2 to 1:3.7. After
performing and analyzing the results of the proposed algorithms, it can be
said that they achieve compression factors from 1:2.59 to 1:4.63. As a result
of this values, one can say that by combining several lossless compression
methods it is possible to achieve higher compression ratios.
Based on the diagrams presented, it is clear that the best compression
is achieved by the LZW implementation, followed by the Huffman and the
RLE in the last place. As one can notice after looking at the Tables in the
Appendix B, the compression achieved in the signals of 60s. of duration is
nearly the same as of the 30s. of duration. That is because the ECG signals
are quite periodic. Therefore, the compression achieved do not directly de-
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pends on the duration of a periodic signal.
4.5.2 Network bandwidth
The network carriers discussed in this chapter are WLAN, WiMAX, GSM
and GPRS. In Chapter 2.2, an overview of the different networks technolo-
gies was given.
To be able to qualitatively evaluate if data compression is beneficial, cer-
tain values for network bandwidth must be used. In the overview of different
network technologies, the theoretical maximal bandwidth was given. These
values could of course be used when analyzing the compression results, but
certain researchers claim that the real bandwidth for some network carriers
is generally much lower.
• WLAN - 802.11: In a WLAN implemented using the 802.11 standard,
all users share the same bandwidth as they are all connected to a
WLAN hotspot. As a result, the bandwidth per user can vary. If
the wireless hotspot is connected directly to the server, the user has
the bandwidth of the WLAN, but if there is another media between
them, this can be the bottleneck of the whole connection. The most
commonly used 802.11b network can have up to 11 Mbit/s bandwidth.
Therefore, the network bandwidth can vary from time to time from
just some Mbit/s to 11 Mbit/s.
• WiMAX: The technology at theoretical maximums could support ap-
proximately 75 Mbps per channel. Real world performance will be
considerably lower, perhaps maxing out around 45 Mbps/channel in
some fixed broadband applications. Mobile WiMAX capabilities on a
per customer basis will be lower in practical terms, but much better
than competing 3G technologies. In practical terms, it has been stated
that mobile WiMAX intends to deliver service at 2 Mbit/s to 4 Mbit/s
to its customers.
• GSM: The GSM standard allows a maximum throughput of 9.6 Kbit/s.
Despite this low value, GSM is a network carrier that has fairly stable
bandwidth when the receiver device changes its location.
• GPRS: The theoretical maximal bandwidth of GPRS is 114 Kbit/s,
but as more than one single user is in the range of a senser station, the
real value is much lower. It is therefore hard to estimate a trustworthy
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value for the bandwidth of GPRS, since a lot of parameters are in-
volved. Even though several tests have shown that the bandwidth does
not achieve much more than the speed of GSM, better developed net-
works can give better results in the future. The bandwidth for GPRS
is therefore estimated to be somewhere between 9.6 Kbit/s and 28.8
Kbit/s.
As one can have noticed, the network bandwidth for different network
carriers differs quite much depending on different properties.
4.5.3 Compression and decompression bandwidths
The compression and decompression bandwidths are dependent on several
factors like the format of the input data, the design of the compression and
decompression algorithms or the devices used as transceivers. As in this the-
sis one deals just with ECG signals, the factors analyzed and discussed in
the present section are the second and the third variables.
To start with, it can be said that one of the most important factors that
determine the compression and decompression bandwidth is the design and
implementation of the algorithm. In Chapter 3, three main categories for
compression algorithms were given: run-length, statistical and dictionary-
based methods. Each of these categories can be combined and result in
many different algorithms. Since many algorithms can be implemented dif-
ferently, the implementation also determines the compression and decom-
pression bandwidth.
In Appendix C, two tables show the compression and decompression
bandwidths of algorithm implementations. The important information is
not the exact values for certain implementations, but the relationship be-
tween different categories of algorithms. Figure 4.5 shows the compression
and decompression bandwidths for different implementations.
According to the diagram 4.4 shown in the previous section, it is the
LZW algorithm which gives the best compression ratios. Meanwhile, it also
achieves the worst compression bandwidth as it is shown in Figure 4.5. On
the other hand, the RLE algorithm achieves not only the worst compression
ratios but it also produces the lowest decompression bandwidth. This has
probably not so much to do with the algorithm design, it probably depends
on the implementation. If one observes the compression bandwidth, it is the
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Figure 4.5: Compression and decompression bandwidth.
RLE implementation which achieves the best values.
Figure 4.6: Bc and Bd achieved by the RLE algorithm.
According to the Figure 4.6, it is clear that in the RLE implementation
the decompression takes much more time than the compression procedure.
One of the reasons is because the decoder cannot know the length of the
output string until it decompresses the entire input stream. As a result, the
decompression becomes an expensive procedure in terms of time consuming.
Due to this limitation, it is clear that the RLE implementation on its own
may lead to undesirable results in a real-time environment. Other reasons
for the low decompression bandwidth may have to do with the algorithm
implementation.
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Figure 4.7: Bc and Bd achieved by the Huffman algorithm.
By observing the Figure 4.7, it is obvious that in the Huffman approach
the decompression procedure is still slower than the compression. However,
the relationship between them has been reduced. In that implementation the
high values of the RLE compression are not achieved although the decom-
pression bandwidth has been improved.
Figure 4.8: Bc and Bd achieved by the LZW algorithm.
Eventually, by having a look at the Figure 4.8, one can notice that in
the LZW implementation, the decompression bandwidth is higher than the
compression bandwidth. The reason is that the compression routine must
perform time consuming searches after matching strings, whereas the decom-
pression procedure is less complex. The execution time of the compression
algorithm is limited by searching the code table to determine if a match is
present. Moreover, it can be noted that the longer the compressed stream
is, the higher the decompression bandwidth becomes. This has to do with
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the periodic format of the input data as well with the design of the decoder
algorithm.
As it was said before, in this thesis one is dealing with signals which do
not involve great capacities of storage. It means that the aim of the most
suitable compression algorithm is to perform according to the needs of the
system, that is to say to achieve a compromise between the compression ratio
and the time elapsed during coding and decoding.
Figure 4.9 shows the relation between compression and decompression
bandwidths for different algorithm implementations and compression ratios
achieved on different input data. Every row represents every algorithm, while
the two columns refer to the compression bandwidth (left side) and to the
decompression bandwidth (right side).
Taking the first column into consideration, it can be said that in the case
of the dictionary-based algorithm LZW, the compression bandwidth tends
to increase when the compression ratio improves. That is because better
compression ratios implies longer string matches, so that less searches must
be performed when compressing. As for the other two algorithms, it is quite
difficult to see if there are any real trends. When observing the values shown
in Appendix C, it is shown that the compression bandwidth does not change
significantly for the different input signals.
In the case of the decompression bandwidths, it can be firstly said that
the RLE algorithm achieves higher bandwidth when the compression ratio is
better. One must differentiate between the long and the short recordings in
order to observe the trend. Meanwhile, both Huffman and LZW cases have
worse decompression bandwidth when the data is worse compressed.
As a conclusion, one could say that the LZW approach not only pro-
duces the best compression ratios but also achieves the best decompression
bandwidth. However, it also provides the worst decompression bandwidth.
Moreover, the RLE algorithm produces the worst compression ratios but
the best compression bandwidth. Finally, the Huffman approach offers good
compression ratios and the bandwidth remains constant regardless of the
length of the input data.
Moreover, it seems to be a trend that worse compression ratios result in
worse decompression bandwidth. In the case of compression bandwidth, no
direct trends could be found.
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Figure 4.9: Relation between bandwidth and compression ratio.
4.5.4 Memory requirements
How much memory is required when executing an algorithm is important
because different devices have different amount of memory available. In this
project the device used to store and transmit the data is a Tablet PC, so it
does not have problems to store the amount of bytes handled in the actual
system. However, future applications using PDAs or other portable devices
may lead to conflicts in terms of memory requirements.
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It is nearly impossible to say exactly how much memory a certain algo-
rithm requires. Therefore, this section gives a brief outline of memory usage
in the three analyzed algorithms.
Run-Length Algorithm Although both encoder and decoder implemen-
tations do not take more than a few KBytes of storage, the memory re-
quirements are about handling the output string without knowing its length
in advance. In this experiment, it took nearly 0.12 seconds to encode a 1
minute record but it also took around 1.5 minutes to decode it. Apart from
the non-optimal design of the decoder, that was also due to this ignorance
of the resulting vector size. To sum up, it can be said that the encoder
memory requirements were extremely low but at the same time the decoder
implementation made these requirements to become high.
Huffman Algorithm In the case of the Huffman algorithm, the addition
of its implementation plus the relative encoding function take less than 40
KBytes of storage, while the decompression take around 2 KBytes. Moreover,
it was seen that the coding procedure of 60s. length recordings required 0.3
seconds on average, while the decompression just 0.15 seconds. Hence in this
choice memory must be allocated to handle Huffman trees, and the amount
of memory required for these trees depends on how many symbols are used.
Apart from that, the memory used when running a Huffman compressor
grows exponentially with the symbol size, so 16-bit characters need 256 times
as much memory as 8-bit characters. Therefore, although the compression
ratio can be improved by increasing the bit size of one symbol, it would be
at the expense of higher memory requirements.
LZW Algorithm Only a few dozen lines of code are required for the most
elementary LZW programs. In this project, both pair of encoder or decoder
procedure plus the predictive coding and decoding take around 5 KBytes.
The real difficulty lies in the efficient management of the code table, as LZ78-
based algorithms need memory to store the entire dictionaries. Moreover,
the memory problem arises as it is not known beforehand how long each of
the character strings for each code will be. To encode the data, the extra
memory needed is due to the hash tables used to search for matching strings.
As LZW uses fixed codes, it can be implemented to use fewer memory than
other dictionary-based algorithms. As for decompression, no more memory
is required since no hash tables must be allocated.
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4.6 Analysis of the algorithms
From the discussion given earlier in this chapter, strengths and weaknesses
of the different algorithms are here summarized.
Run-Length Algorithm
Strengths
• Its simplicity in implementation make this alternative very useful.
• The compression ratios achieved fulfill the requirements of the system,
as the compression percentage achieved is higher than 60%.
• The compression procedure is extremely fast.
• This encoding option could be used in real-time environments as it
encodes the symbols as long as it receives the data.
Weaknesses
• The decompression procedure takes too much time.
• The decoding procedure is not properly implemented, so it results in
extremely low decompression bandwidths.
Huffman Algorithm
Strengths
• The compression ratios achieved fulfill the requirements of the system,
as it reduces the amount of data up to 70%.
• Highly suitable for streaming purposes, since characters are coded one
by one. No lookahead buffer is needed.
• Both compression and decompression bandwidth achieved are valid for
the system analyzed in the project.
Weaknesses
• Large amount of memory must be allocated both on the compression
and the decompression side.
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LZW Algorithm
Strengths
• It achieves the highest compression ratios.
• The memory requirements are lower when decompressing compared to
when compressing.
• As it uses fixed coding size its decompression implementation is ex-
tremely fast.
Weaknesses
• As it has to handle the entire dictionary, the compression procedure
takes quite a long time.
• The compression bandwidth achieved is not the most suitable.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
It has been shown in this thesis that there were several parameters affecting
the behavior of data compression in a wireless network. It was possible to
give a theoretical model which showed when data compression was beneficial,
but since all parameters vary it is not trivial to use this expression in prac-
tice. Moreover, it has been shown that adding data compression not only
can improve but also deteriorate the performance of a transmission over a
wireless network, depending on several factors. The main factor that wors-
ens the performance when using data compression is the extra delay time
added when compressing and decompressing the data. Meanwhile, the fac-
tor that makes the performance of the system to increase is the reduction of
the amount of data to be sent over the network. However, since the wireless
network cannot know how good the compression ratio is going to be in ad-
vance, it is not possible to decide if compression should be performed or not
based on this information.
Three lossless compression algorithms have been described in this thesis.
The Run-Length encoding and decoding algorithms were implemented and
compared with available Huffman and LZW techniques plus the relative en-
coding, which was beneficial to convert 12-bit resolution of the original data
to the 8-bit resolution strings which were suitable for the two mentioned al-
ternatives.
The algorithm found giving best overall compression ratios was the LZW
algorithm, though both Huffman and RLE approaches achieved also accept-
able values. As for the compression and decompression bandwidths, the
Huffman choice offered more stable values than other two algorithms, which
reached the best compression bandwidths (in case of the RLE) and best de-
compression bandwidths (LZW approach).
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On the other hand, taking the wireless technologies into consideration,
the suggestion is to use different compression approaches for different network
bandwidths. For slow network carriers, such as GSM and GPRS, the RLE
algorithm is suggested with the values achieved in that concrete implementa-
tion. If the decoder performance were improved, this compression alternative
would better fit with the fastest network carriers like WLAN. However, and
continuing with the values achieved through this thesis, for faster networks
such as WLAN and WiMAX, the fastest categories dictionary-based and sta-
tistical algorithms are suggested. To summarize, and based on the fact that
the device used in the available system in the project is tablet PC, the de-
compression can be done so fast that the probable best solution is to use the
LZW method all the time.
Since the thesis merely contains a first study on the possibilities of loss-
lessly compress ECG signals, there is plenty of further work to be done. In
future the compression study should be expanded to other biomedical sig-
nals, for instance phonocardiographic (PCG) signals, since mostly only ECG
signals have been studied in this context. Another interesting issue is to
focus on real-time applications, where the delays incurred in the encoding
and decoding processes should be minimal. To deal with these topics, more
complex compression algorithms should be studied, like transform techniques
or wavelet-based methods.
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A.1 Huffman coder script
function [zipped,info] = norm2huff(vector)
%NORM2HUFF Huffman codification (encoder)
% For vectors, NORM2HUFF(X) returns a Huffman coded version of
% the input vector.
% For matrices, X(:) is used as input.
%
% Input must be of uint8 type, while the output is a uint8 array.
%
% [...,INFO] = ... returns also a structure with data required to
% convert it back to normal vector:
%
% INFO.pad = eventually added bits at the end of bit
% sequence;
% INFO.huffcodes = Huffman codewords;
% INFO.ratio = compression ratio;
% INFO.length = original data length;
% INFO.maxcodelen = max codeword length;
%
% Codewords are stored in the 52 available bits of a double. To
% avoid anbiguities, after the last codeword bit, a "1" bit is
% added to terminate the codeword.
% I.e. the max codeword length can be 51 bits.
%
% See also HUFF2NORM
% $Author: Giuseppe Ridino’ $
% $Revision: 1.0 $ $Date: 10-May-2004 15:03:04 $
% ensure to handle uint8 input vector
tic
if ~isa(vector,’uint8’),
error(’input argument must be a uint8 vector’)
end
% vector as a row
vector = vector(:)’;
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% frequency
f = frequency(vector);
% simbols presents in the vector are
simbols = find(f~=0); % first value is 1 not 0!!!
f = f(simbols);
% sort using the frequency
[f,sortindex] = sort(f);
simbols = simbols(sortindex);
% generate the codewords as the 52 bits of a double
len = length(simbols);
simbols_index = num2cell(1:len);
codeword_tmp = cell(len,1);
while length(f)>1,
index1 = simbols_index{1};
index2 = simbols_index{2};
codeword_tmp(index1) = addnode(codeword_tmp(index1),uint8(0));
codeword_tmp(index2) = addnode(codeword_tmp(index2),uint8(1));
f = [sum(f(1:2)) f(3:end)];
simbols_index = [{[index1 index2]} simbols_index(3:end)];
% resort data in order to have the two nodes with lower
% frequency as first two
[f,sortindex] = sort(f);
simbols_index = simbols_index(sortindex);
end
% arrange cell array to have correspondance simbol <-> codeword
codeword = cell(256,1);
codeword(simbols) = codeword_tmp;
% calculate full string length
len = 0;
for index=1:length(vector),
len = len+length(codeword{double(vector(index))+1});
end
function f = frequency(vector)
%FREQUENCY Simbols frequencies
% For vectors, FREQUENCY(X) returns a [1x256] sized double
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% array with frequencies of simbols 0-255.
%
% For matrices, X(:) is used as input.
%
% Input must be of uint8 type, while the output is a
% double array.
% $Author: Giuseppe Ridino’ $
% $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 02-Jul-2004 16:30:00 $
% ensure to handle uint8 input vector
if ~isa(vector,’uint8’),
error(’input argument must be a uint8 vector’)
end
% create f
f = histc(vector(:), 0:255); f = f(:)’/sum(f); % always make a row
% of it
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A.2 Huffman decoder script
function vector = huff2norm(zipped,info)
%HUFF2NORM Huffman codification (decoder)
% For vectors, HUFF2NORM(X,INFO) returns a decoded vector from
% a Huffman coded version X with code words given by INFO.
% For matrices, X(:) is used as input.
%
% Input X must be of uint8 type, while the output is a uint8
% array.
% For more details about how is INFO structured, see NORM2HUFF
% help.
% See also NORM2HUFF
% $Author: Giuseppe Ridino’ $
% $Revision: 1.0 $ $Date: 10-May-2004 15:03:04 $
% ensure to handle uint8 input vector
tic
if ~isa(zipped,’uint8’),
error(’input argument must be a uint8 vector’)
end
% create the 01 sequence
len = length(zipped);
string = repmat(uint8(0),1,len.*8);
bitindex = 1:8;
for index = 1:len,
string(bitindex+8.*(index-1)) =
uint8(bitget(zipped(index),bitindex));
end
% adjust string
string = logical(string(:)’); % make a row of it
len = length(string);
string((len-info.pad+1):end) = []; % remove 0 padding
len = length(string);
% build output
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weights = 2.^(0:51);
vector = repmat(uint8(0),1,info.length);
vectorindex = 1;
codeindex = 1;
code = 0;
for index = 1:len,
code = bitset(code,codeindex,string(index));
codeindex = codeindex+1;
byte = decode(bitset(code,codeindex),info);
if byte>0, % a code has been found
vector(vectorindex) = byte-1;
codeindex = 1;
code = 0;
vectorindex = vectorindex+1;
end
end
toc
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function byte = decode(code,info)
byte = info.huffcodes(code);
A.3 LZW coder script
function [output, table] = norm2lzw (vector, maxTableSize,
restartTable)
%NORM2LZW LZW Data Compression Encoder
% For vectors, NORM2LZW(X) is the compressed vector of X using
% the LZW algorithm.
% [...,T] = NORM2LZW(X) returns also the table that the
% algorithm produces.
%
% For matrices, X(:) is used as input.
%
% maxTableSize can be used to set a maximum length of the table.
% Default is 4096 entries, use Inf for unlimited. Usual sizes
% are 12, 14 and 16 bits.
%
% If restartTable is specified, then the table is flushed when
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% it reaches its maximum size and a new table is built.
%
% Input must be of uint8 type, while the output is a uint16.
% Table is a cell array, each element containing the
% corresponding code.
%
% This is an implementation of the algorithm presented in the
% article http://www.dogma.net/markn/articles/lzw/lzw.htm
%
% See also LZW2NORM
% $Author: Giuseppe Ridino’ $
% $Revision: 1.0 $ $Date: 10-May-2004 14:16:08 $
%
% Revision:
% Change the code table structure to improve the performance.
% date: 22-Apr-2007
% by: Haiyong Xu (haiyeong@gmail.com)
%
% Rework the code table to get reasonable performance.
% date: 24-Jun-2007
% by: Duncan Barclay (dmlb@dmlb.org)
% Ensure to handle uint8 input vector and convert
% to a double row to make maths work
tic
if ~isa(vector,’uint8’),
error(’input argument must be a uint8 vector’)
end
vector = double(vector(:)’);
if (nargin < 2)
maxTableSize = 4096;
restartTable = 0;
end;
if (nargin < 3)
restartTable = 0;
end;
function code = findCode(lastCode, c)
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% Look up code value
% if (isempty(lastCode))
% fprintf(’findCode: ---- + %02x = ’, c);
% else
% fprintf(’findCode: %04x + %02x = ’, lastCode, c);
% end;
if (isempty(lastCode))
code = c+1;
%fprintf(’%04x\n’, code);
return;
else
ii = table.codes(lastCode).prefix;
jj = find([table.codes(ii).c] == c);
code = ii(jj);
% if (isempty(code))
% fprintf(’----\n’);
% else
% fprintf(’%04x\n’, code);
% end;
return;
end;
code = [];
return;
end
function [] = addCode(lastCode, c)
% Add a new code to the table
e.c = c; % NB using variable in parent to avoid allocation
% cost
e.lastCode = lastCode;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = table.codes(lastCode).codeLength + 1;
table.codes(table.nextCode) = e;
table.codes(lastCode).prefix =
[table.codes(lastCode).prefix table.nextCode];
table.nextCode = table.nextCode + 1;
end
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function [] = newTable
% Build the initial table consisting of all codes of length 1.
% The strings are stored as prefixCode + character, so that
% testing is very quick. To speed up searching, we store a
% list of codes that each code is the prefix for.
e.c = 0;
e.lastCode = -1;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = 1;
table.nextCode = 2;
if (~isinf(maxTableSize))
table.codes(1:maxTableSize) = e; % Pre-allocate for speed
else
table.codes(1:65536) = e; % Pre-allocate for speed
end;
for c = 1:255
e.c = c;
e.lastCode = -1;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = 1;
table.codes(table.nextCode) = e;
table.nextCode = table.nextCode + 1;
end;
end
%
% Main loop
%
e.c = 0;
e.lastCode = -1;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = 1;
newTable;
output = vector;
outputIndex = 1;
lastCode = [];
tic;
for index=1:length(vector),
% if mod(index, 1000) == 0
% fprintf(’Index: %5d, Time %.1fs, Table Length %4d, Ratio
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%.1f%%\n’, index, toc, table.nextCode-1, outputIndex/index*100);
%*ceil(log2(size(table, 2)))/8);
% tic;
% end;
code = findCode(lastCode, vector(index));
if ~isempty(code)
lastCode = code;
else
output(outputIndex) = lastCode;
outputIndex = outputIndex+1;
%fprintf(’output****: %04x\n’, lastCode);
if (table.nextCode <= maxTableSize)
addCode(lastCode, vector(index));
if (restartTable && table.nextCode == maxTableSize+1)
% fprintf(’New table\n’);
newTable;
end;
end;
lastCode = findCode([], vector(index));
end;
end;
output(outputIndex) = lastCode;
output((outputIndex+1):end) = [];
output = uint16(output);
table.codes = table.codes(1:table.nextCode-1);
CR=(length(output)/length(vector))*100
toc
end
A.4 LZW decoder script
function [output,table] = lzw2norm (vector, maxTableSize,
restartTable)
%LZW2NORM LZW Data Compression (decoder)
% For vectors, LZW2NORM(X) is the uncompressed vector of X
% using the LZW algorithm.
% [...,T] = LZW2NORM(X) returns also the table that the
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% algorithm produces.
%
% For matrices, X(:) is used as input.
%
% maxTableSize can be used to set a maximum length of the
% table. Default is 4096 entries, use Inf for unlimited.
% Usual sizes are 12, 14 and 16 bits.
%
% If restartTable is specified, then the table is flushed
% when it reaches its maximum size and a new table is built.
%
% Input must be of uint16 type, while the output is a uint8.
% Table is a cell array, each element containig the corresponding
% code.
%
% This is an implementation of the algorithm presented in the
% article: http://www.dogma.net/markn/articles/lzw/lzw.htm
%
% See also NORM2LZW
% $Author: Giuseppe Ridino’ $
% $Revision: 1.0 $ $Date: 10-May-2004 14:16:08 $
% Ensure to handle uint8 input vector and convert
% to a row
tic
if ~isa(vector,’uint16’),
error(’input argument must be a uint16 vector’)
end
vector = vector(:)’;
if (nargin < 2)
maxTableSize = 4096;
restartTable = 0;
end;
if (nargin < 3)
restartTable = 0;
end;
function code = findCode(lastCode, c)
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% Look up code value
% if (isempty(lastCode))
% fprintf(’findCode: ---- + %02x = ’, c);
% else
% fprintf(’findCode: %04x + %02x = ’, lastCode, c);
% end;
if (isempty(lastCode))
code = c+1;
%fprintf(’%04x\n’, code);
return;
else
ii = table.codes(lastCode).prefix;
jj = find([table.codes(ii).c] == c);
code = ii(jj);
% if (isempty(code))
% fprintf(’----\n’);
% else
% fprintf(’%04x\n’, code);
% end;
return;
end;
end
function [] = addCode(lastCode, c)
% Add a new code to the table
e.c = c; % NB using variable in parent to avoid allocation
% cost
e.lastCode = lastCode;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = table.codes(lastCode).codeLength + 1;
table.codes(table.nextCode) = e;
table.codes(lastCode).prefix =
[table.codes(lastCode).prefix table.nextCode];
table.nextCode = table.nextCode + 1;
end
function str = getCode(code)
% Output the string for a code
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l = table.codes(code).codeLength;
str = zeros(1, l);
for ii = l:-1:1
str(ii) = table.codes(code).c;
code = table.codes(code).lastCode;
end;
end
function [] = newTable
% Build the initial table consisting of all codes of length 1.
% The strings are stored as prefixCode + character, so that
% testing is very quick. To speed up searching, we store a
% list of codes that each code is the prefix for.
e.c = 0;
e.lastCode = -1;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = 1;
table.nextCode = 2;
if (~isinf(maxTableSize))
table.codes(1:maxTableSize) = e; % Pre-allocate for speed
else
table.codes(1:65536) = e; % Pre-allocate for speed
end;
for c = 1:255
e.c = c;
e.lastCode = -1;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = 1;
table.codes(table.nextCode) = e;
table.nextCode = table.nextCode + 1;
end;
end
%
% Main loop
%
e.c = 0;
e.lastCode = -1;
e.prefix = [];
e.codeLength = 1;
newTable;
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output = zeros(1, 3*length(vector), ’uint8’);
% assume compression of 33%
outputIndex = 1;
lastCode = vector(1);
output(outputIndex) = table.codes(vector(1)).c;
outputIndex = outputIndex + 1;
character = table.codes(vector(1)).c;
tic;
for vectorIndex=2:length(vector),
% if mod(vectorIndex, 1000) == 0
% fprintf(’Index: %5d, Time %.1fs, Table Length %4d, Complete
%.1f%%\n’, outputIndex, toc, table.nextCode-1,
%vectorIndex/length(vector)*100); %*ceil(log2(size(table, 2)))/8);
% tic;
% end;
element = vector(vectorIndex);
if (element >= table.nextCode)
% add codes not in table, a special case.
str = [getCode(lastCode) character];
else,
str = getCode(element);
end
output(outputIndex + (0:length(str)-1)) = str;
outputIndex = outputIndex + length(str);
if ((length(output)-outputIndex) <
1.5*(length(vector)-vectorIndex))
output = [output zeros(1, 3*(length(vector)-vectorIndex),
’uint8’)];
end;
if (length(str) < 1)
keyboard;
end;
character = str(1);
if (table.nextCode <= maxTableSize)
addCode(lastCode, character);
if (restartTable && table.nextCode == maxTableSize+1)
% fprintf(’New table\n’);
newTable;
end;
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end;
lastCode = element;
end;
output = output(1:outputIndex-1);
table.codes = table.codes(1:table.nextCode-1);
toc
end
Appendix B
Compression ratio tables
Signal Duration
Original file Compressed
CR CF CP (%)
size file size
aami3a
30s. 506K 193.85K 0.3831 2.61 61.68
60s. 0.98M 376.32K 0.3840 2.60 61.60
aami3b
30s. 506K 195.27 0.3859 2.59 61.41
60s. 0.98M 378.57K 0.3863 2.59 61.41
aami3c
30s. 506K 186.00K 0.3676 2.72 63.24
60s. 0.98M 360.15K 0.3675 2.72 63.24
aami3d
30s. 506K 181.91K 0.3595 2.78 64.05
60s. 808K 290.07K 0.3590 2.79 64.90
Table B.1: Compression ratio, factor and percentage achieved by the RLE en-
coder
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Signal Duration
Original file Compressed
CR CF CP (%)
size file size
aami3a
30s. 506K 158.58K 0.3134 3.19 68.66
60s. 0.98M 306.74K 0.3130 3.19 68.70
aami3b
30s. 506K 151.70K 0.2998 3.34 70.02
60s. 0.98M 294.00K 0.3001 3.33 70.70
aami3c
30s. 506K 174.06K 0.3440 2.91 65.60
60s. 0.98M 336.92K 0.3438 2.91 65.62
aami3d
30s. 506K 153.31K 0.3030 3.30 69.70
60s. 808K 244.74K 0.3029 3.30 69.71
Table B.2: Compression ratio, factor and percentage achieved by the Huffman
encoder
Signal Duration
Original file Compressed
CR CF CP (%)
size file size
aami3a
30s. 506K 119.67K 0.2365 4.23 76.35
60s. 0.98M 219.13K 0.2236 4.47 77.64
aami3b
30s. 506K 115.82K 0.2289 4.37 77.11
60s. 0.98M 211.78K 0.2161 4.63 78.39
aami3c
30s. 506K 127.97K 0.2529 3.95 74.71
60s. 0.98M 235.40K 0.2402 4.16 75.98
aami3d
30s. 506K 118.35K 0.2339 4.28 76.61
60s. 808K 181.48K 0.2246 4.45 77.54
Table B.3: Compression ratio, factor and percentage achieved by the LZW en-
coder
Appendix C
Compression and
decompression bandwidths
RLE Huffman LZW
l1 7,943.842 3,346.709 357.866
l2 6,680.027 3,422.911 359.302
l3 7,803.107 3,686.234 359.685
l4 7,295.052 3,642.478 365.797
s1 8,835.496 3,566.721 341.640
s2 7,772.538 3,565.565 351.649
s3 6,889.697 3,548.686 341.268
s4 7,766.692 3,571.025 355.949
Table C.1: Compression Bandwidth
RLE Huffman LZW
l1 1.230 438.654 842.004
l2 1.215 447.555 852.173
l3 1.260 402.849 836.691
l4 1.644 462.786 862.621
s1 2.772 436.670 724.341
s2 2.751 453.234 766.869
s3 2.881 410.909 716.826
s4 2.949 458.341 768.022
Table C.2: Decompression Bandwidth
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Huffman / LZW
l1 0.024725
l2 0.028485
l3 0.026309
l4 0.023159
s1 0.014838
s2 0.014639
s3 0.013168
s4 0.014844
Table C.3: Time elapsed in to8uint(in)
function.
Huffman LZW
l1 0.268100 2.713729
l2 0.257821 2.699022
l3 0.239545 2.698300
l4 0.198668 2.185719
s1 0.127029 1.466253
s2 0.127274 1.424296
s3 0.129420 1.469538
s4 0.126852 1.406706
Table C.4: Time elapsed in compression
routines.
RLE Huffman LZW
l1 0.123366 0.292825 2.738454
l2 0.146706 0.286306 2.727507
l3 0.125591 0.265854 2.724609
l4 0.110760 0.221827 2.208878
s1 0.057269 0.141867 1.481091
s2 0.065101 0.141913 1.438935
s3 0.073443 0.142588 1.482706
s4 0.065150 0.141696 1.421550
Table C.5: Total time elapsed in compression
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Huffman LZW
l1 2.222837 1.121708
l2 2.181141 1.140198
l3 2.424480 1.163166
l4 1.739070 0.930039
s1 1.154883 0.693905
s2 1.111886 0.655218
s3 1.227337 0.701450
s4 1.099942 0.654251
Table C.6: Time elapsed in decompres-
sion routines.
Huffman LZW
l1 0.011268 0.042182
l2 0.008532 0.009803
l3 0.008196 0.008115
l4 0.006879 0.006641
s1 0.003886 0.004661
s2 0.004534 0.004608
s3 0.004079 0.004440
s4 0.004040 0.004584
Table C.7: Time elapsed in to12bin(in)
function.
RLE Huffman LZW
l1 797.063926 2.234105 1.163890
l2 806.824098 2.189673 1.150001
l3 777.609219 2.432676 1.171281
l4 491.528344 1.745949 0.936680
s1 182.559154 1.158769 0.698566
s2 183.964359 1.116420 0.659826
s3 175.608594 1.231416 0.705890
s4 171.576064 1.103982 0.658835
Table C.8: Total time elapsed in decompression
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